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Abstract

Context: The development of software systems is a complex activity because of its nature and the management of its con-
struction. It is challenging to create and follow a plan. Moreover, budget overrun is a common consequence of this situation. Agile
methods, like Scrum, help to mitigate this problem using incremental and iterative development. Agile methods jump start new
developments, but it is difficult to be agile after several months when the software has to deal with many requirements that are
scattered and tangled across several User Stories written in different Sprints. Objective: In this paper, we propose a traceability
approach anchored on an index structure to access specific User Stories from a large set. Our proposed strategy has the goal to
consolidate the information dispersed in different User Stories into a particular lexicon: The Language Extended Lexicon (LEL).
Method: The proposed approach consists of a set of rules which extract the information dispersed in the User Stories and orga-
nize it in symbols of the Lexicon. Thus, the Lexicon supplies a consolidated and organized structure to mitigate the problem of
tangled information that generates lack of traceability among different sprints. Results: We assessed how the Lexicon built by our
approach improves everyday activities related to requirement management. The assessment is based on a quantitative evaluation
with 36 subjects. Conclusion: The approach presents benefits for requirement tracing in agile methodologies supported by the
preliminary results of the evaluation. We have developed an application (a prototype) that automates the LEL derivation rules from
a set of User Stories.
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1. Introduction

The development of a software system is a complex activity. The coordination of many people to produce the
interconnected products is one of reason of this complexity [1]. Besides that, the nature of the software also makes
its development a complicated task. Brooks [2] identifies four characteristics that make the software a different
kind of artifact altogether contributing to the complexity of its construction: invisibility, modifiability, conformity,
and complexity. The complexity is an intrinsic characteristic. Even if the software is implemented in a programming
language that operates at the level of the problem domain, the software still needs to define relationships between real-
world entities precisely, identify exception cases, and anticipate all possible state transitions. These characteristics are
some of the reasons why there are so many budget overruns as well as failure to deliver what was expected [3].
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Agile methods like Scrum rely on iterative and incremental development to reduce the gap between the expecta-
tions of the clients and the software built. In every development cycle (Sprint) a running application is released for its
revision, and the client can provide valuable feedback to correct or enrich the software. In particular, this feedback is
provided by a product owner, a mediator who represents stakeholders in general: clients and users. In this paper, we
use both terms, although it is clear that users have an interest in the product as a tool, while the client has an economic
interest. Thus, the software is periodically validated by the user instead of being delivered to the client as a completely
unknown product after several months of development.

Even though there are reported benefits [4], it is not very easy to be agile. In this paper we focus on challenges
related to requirement engineering [5]. User Stories play a vital role, but their definition requires ability. In large-scale
agile adoption [6], the high-level requirements defined by business analysts must be broken down in small definitions
to a size that can be estimated. During the process, the team must face the complex task to refine the requirement and
estimate the effort. In order to do that, the team needs the context about the functionality and relies on other User
Stories previously implemented. Nevertheless, there is very little information on what happens to the User Stories
after they are turned into code [7]. On the other hand, face-to-face communication is promoted in Agile Software
Development (ASD). In most cases, developers assume that the code is a more reliable source than other documents
[8]. Thus, they need to trace it to the related User Stories.

In this context and after several sprints of developments, an issue about requirements traceability arises. Many
User Stories are not related to each other. Sometimes the different User Stories describe requirements that comple-
ment others but sometimes modify previous definitions. Thus, it is tough to follow the evolution of requirements.
Furthermore, the knowledge of the application becomes tacit. A team member who wants to understand some appli-
cation features can ask his/her teammates for information. However, relying on team members may be misleading
for different sets of reasons: like team turn over, or predominance of the code perspective, or different vocabulary
used in different Sprints [9]. The team member can also perform reverse engineering from the source code, but it is
harder and prone to errors as it was reported in the Global Software Development context [10]. In this case, when
new members join a team, the low quality of software artifacts other than source code makes the team waste time to
transfer the knowledge to new members dropping the overall team’s performance [8]. When using User Stories for
anchoring functional requirements, the functionality description is scattered and tangled across several User Stories
written in different Sprints. The team member must review every User Story from every Sprint to collect the whole
description about some functionality.

A glossary is a software requirement specification artifact used to describe the core elements in the context of
the application, through the description of its vocabulary. It is useful towards introducing the domain to the team
members that are not familiar with the business. There are several proposals to obtain a glossary from requirements
artifacts [11] [12] [13] in order to capture the language. Nevertheless, the glossary can also be used to group modules
of the application in order to relate requirements, design, and application components. There are many different kinds
of glossaries. There are simple ones that define acronyms, and there are more complex ones that define words and
expressions like the regular dictionary.

The Language Extended Lexicon (LEL) [14] supports the construction of a glossary and categorizes the symbols
in: Subject, Objects, Verbs, and States. Every symbol (word or expression) is described through two attributes: notion
(denotation) and behavioral responses (connotation). It is essential to mention that the name Language Extended
Lexicon is used to describe the structure of the glossary, as well as the glossary constructed for a specific domain.
Thus, in order to differentiate both things, we use the term LEL to refers to the structure, while the expression
LEL lexicon to refer to a specific glossary. As such, the LEL lexicon differs from a regular dictionary, as it not
only defines (denotation) a term but also provides its expanded meaning (connotation) in the given environment.
The LEL was shown to be an effective technique for building lexicons since it conforms to the mechanism used
by the human brain to organize expert knowledge [15]. It is an effective technique because it allows to describe
and communicate the knowledge captured by grouping in chunks of information (the terms), which are described
in a circular way. Because of that, the LEL lexicon is very convenient for stakeholders with no technical skills.
Considering that the categorization is related to some essential elements in different modeling techniques (i.e., object
orientation and relation entity) people with technical skills will also profit from its use [16].

In this paper, we propose a strategy to consolidate the information dispersed in different User Stories into an LEL
lexicon. The contribution of this work is threefold:
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• The approach consists of a set of rules that extract the information from User Stories to create a consolidated
and organized LEL lexicon;

• An application that implements the rules in order to automatize the creation of the LEL lexicon from a set of
User Stories;

• A preliminary evaluation based on an experiment that evaluates the use of the LEL lexicon created by the
proposed rules. The quantitative analysis was an experiment based on a realistic domain supporting the benefits
of our approach.

Thus, this work contributes with an approach combining agile methods with the LEL lexicon to improve require-
ments management, by providing traceability and helping knowledge sharing among team members.

The paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 explores some related works. Section 3 presents some
background needed to understand the approach. Section 4 describes the proposed approach. Section 5 reports on
quantitative results from an experiment with our approach. Section 6 describes a tool that implements the strategy.
Finally, Section 7 concludes pointing out future work.

2. Related Work

Agile methods had successful results. However, they must deal with requirement traceability. Our approach fits
the majority of the best practices described by Mäder et al. [17] for implementing effective traceability. Dimitrijevic
et al. [18] performed a comparative study of tools to support User Stories management. They discovered that although
there is a great variety of tools with a lot of functionality, professionals need simple tools easy to use. We propose a
technique with a supporting tool that can be used with any other tool. Teams can use their tools to manage the User
Stories, and after each sprint, they can process the User Stories with our tool.

Lucassen et al. [19] proposed a framework to obtain high-quality User Stories identifying inconsistencies, du-
plication, and dependencies. Although our approach does not deal with quality issues, it can contribute to detecting
inconsistencies and duplication since it relates to different User Stories. Mavin [20] is interested in reorganizing re-
quirements written in natural language to improve their quality as well as their access. We agree with the fact that
requirements must be processed to build a new model derived from the original one to improve access and readability
of the information the original model has. Franch et al. propose a template to specify requirements in the context of
requirement patterns [21]. They aim to improve the quality and access to the requirements as we propose. Never-
theless, they provide a metamodel to guide the requirement description, while our approach considers that the User
Stories are already described and we transform the knowledge they have captured to describe a glossary. Fu et al. [22]
propose a similar approach providing templates for safety requirements

Alaa et al. [23] report an experiment that concluded that the inclusion of Use Cases in Agile Requirements benefit
Agile teams. Our approach consists of building a glossary instead of Use Cases. Nevertheless, our approach integrates
the knowledge scattered in the User Stories achieving the same goal than Use Cases. Our work is also related to the
proposal of Trkman et al. [24]. They are also interested in providing a context to the User Stories building a business
process model in order to understand the relationships and dependencies between the User Stories. Darimont et al.
[25] are interested in reuse. They propose an approach to implementing a library of requirements. We build a glossary
for a software system, but we can also use User Stories from different projects to generate a richer glossary.

Soares et al. [26] analyzed the problem of “documentation debt” (lack of supporting software artifacts). They
discovered that it is one of the causes of technical debt. Sim et al. [27] performed a field study of the requirements
practices of an agile software development team. Sometimes, agile projects are inside the umbrella of conventional
projects. Since our strategy obtains a unique and consolidate piece of information describing the requirements, it
helps to close the gap between both kinds of philosophies, and it also helps with technical debt. Barbosa et al.
[28] also contribute to reducing the documentation debt, since they provide a strategy to identify duplicated User
Stories measuring the distance between two User Stories assessing the lexical distance in the textual description. Our
approach relates several User Stories with a different technique.
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3. Background

This section introduces two main concepts developed in this work. First, it describes the Language Extended
Lexicon, the artifact used to consolidate the domain knowledge. Then, it also describes some basic concepts of
Scrum: User Stories and sprints.

3.1. Language Extended Lexicon
The LEL is a lexicon whose goal is to record the definition of terms that belong to a domain [14]. The main

objective of the LEL is to record the language (words and expression) of the domain. The LEL is not a model of
the solution. However, this language will provide the knowledge to produce more complex artifacts as models of the
system to be built (i.e. requirements). It is important to mention, that the literature has used the term LEL as both the
language to write the description of the lexicon (a specification) and the lexicon itself.

We believe that the LEL is a convenient tool because three characteristics that we found in our experience: it is
easy to learn, it is easy to use, and it has good expressiveness. We have used the LEL in many domains, some of them
very complex, and we had good results. Cysneiros et al. [29] report the use of LEL in a complex domain as the health
domain.

Terms (called symbols within the LEL) are defined through two attributes: notion and behavioral responses. No-
tion describes the symbol denotation, i.e. the intrinsic and substantial characteristics of the symbol, while behavioral
responses describe connotation, i.e. the relationship between the described term and other terms.

Each symbol of the LEL lexicon belongs to one of four categories: Subject, Object, Verb ,or State. This catego-
rization guides and assists the requirements engineers during the description of terms. Table 1 shows each category
with its characteristics and how to describe them.

Table 1: LEL categories

Category Description Notion Behavioral responses
Subject Active elements which perform

actions
Characteristics or condition
that subject satisfies

Actions that subject per-
forms

Object Passive elements on which sub-
jects perform actions

Characteristics or attributes
that object has

Actions that are per-
formed on object

Verb Actions that subjects perform on
objects

Goal that verb pursues Steps needed to complete
the action

State Situations in which subjects and
objects can be located

Situation represented Actions that must be per-
formed to change into an-
other state

The following example defines a verb from an e-commerce Web application. It is essential to mention that although
the expression contains a verb and an object, it belongs to the category verb because it begins with a verb. The
definition of “choose items” instead of “choose” relies on the possibility of defining another symbol like “choose
payment method”. Moreover, the object “item” could also be defined as another isolated symbol of Object category.
Symbols are underlined in order to show that they are in the LEL lexicon, thus creating a natural hypertext.

Verb: Choose items
Notion: Select the items with the goal of buying them
Behavioral responses:
The client enters the category of desired items.
The web site shows all the products.
The client selects the items.

3.2. User stories and Sprints
A User Story is a description in natural language that captures what the user wants to achieve. There are many

templates to describe User Stories, but the template generally used considers three attributes: a role, a goal/desire and a
reason [30]. The role defines the user who interacts with the application to use the feature described by the goal/desire.
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The goal/desire represents the requirement that the application must fulfill. Both these attributes refer to elements
within the scope of the application. In contrast, the reason belongs to the context of the application, and it states
why the user requires that the application provides the functionality described in goal/desire. This template describes
the application to be built and the context in which the application will be used. These descriptions complement
themselves providing different points of view of the functionality required:

As role
I want goal/desire
So that reason

We also give an example of a User Story for the same e-commerce web application:
As a client
I want to choose items
So that I can buy them

Scrum is an iterative and incremental software development process; thus, the construction of the application is
usually organized in periods of two weeks, which are called Sprints. In each Sprint, some functionality is agreed to be
developed and it is specified through User Stories. When the Sprint finishes, a software application that satisfies the
User Stories is obtained, and a new sprint begins with new User Stories that enrich the functionality of the application.

4. Our Approach in a nutshell

The aim of the approach is to consolidate the knowledge scattered in User Stories into an LEL lexicon that can be
considered as the system functionality index for easing the access to the requirements for traceability and knowledge
transferring purposes. The approach needs as input the User Stories described in each Sprint to obtain an LEL lexicon
as output. The construction of the LEL lexicon is an iterative process that involves creating and enlarging the LEL
lexicon incrementally after each Sprint.

The approach is proposed to be applied in the context of an agile approach. First, the project should start as
usual with the definition of a basic backlog. Then, a set of user stories are selected and refined during the sprint
planning. After that, the development team works on developing software artifacts. Our approach should be executed
during this part, where the analyst extracts the LEL lexicon from the set of user stories under development. Figure 1
shows an BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) diagram [31] depicting the context of our approach, which is
highlighted in the Scrum Team lane.

The approach steps are:

1. User stories definition. The user stories are defined as part of the backlog and then detailed during the
Sprint planning by the product owner, scrum master, developers, and stakeholders. The user stories may
be enhanced with additional information like acceptance criteria or mockups. We focus on the base User
story definition. The expected outcome of this step is a list of well-formed user stories elaborated by an
analyst.

2. User story normalization and filtering. This step is twofold: User stories are rewritten in passive voice.
On the other hand, only non-functional requirements are filtered out by the analyst.

3. LEL symbols extraction. The User stories gathered in the previous step are processed to extract LEL
symbols (i.e., object, subjects and verbs.). LEL entry is identified and a new symbol is created and linked
to the User Story that provided the information. Later on, a different User story may update the same
symbol.To extract the LEL symbols from a User story we apply a set of rules that are described later
on. The outcome of this step is a set of LEL symbols linked to user stories. This task can be performed
manually but in this work we present a tool that automates the extraction of LEL symbols. Thus, the
LEL lexicon provides essential traceability information for finding the information. It helps answering
questions like: where is some object handled? Or in what way is a business entity used?

Figure 2 shows a Scrum process executing through several sprints. It exemplifies an how LEL lexicon is extracted
in sprint 1 (at left-hand side) and how the LEL lexicon is enriched in sprint 2 (at right-hand side). The figure shows
only the first and second sprint, nevertheless, the process of deriving the LEL lexicon from the User Stories continues
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Figure 1: BPMN describing the main steps of the approach

during the whole process, sprint by sprint. It is worth mentioning that all sprints are treated equally from the first
sprint to the last one. The product backlog is the input for the iterative development process. Before a sprint starts,
a planning meeting is performed where some requirements are selected (and removed) from the product backlog and
pulled into the spring backlog. After the first iteration (i.e. sprint) some symbols are identified (column “id”), and
some descriptions are added (columns “notion” and “behavioural responses”) from User Stories of the sprint backlog.
In the following springs the product backlog evolves adjusting, removing or adding new requirements. Then, new
symbols and definitions may be added in the sprint.

Let’s consider the following User Stories related to the first Sprint:
User Story #1:

As a client

I want to choose items

So that I can buy them

According to the strategy proposed, the previous User Story leads to the definition of the following two symbols
with their description. Some attributes are empty, because the previous User Story does not have information to
describe completely all the attributes.

Subject #1: Client
Notion: [empty]
Behavioral responses: The client chooses the items

Verb #1: choose items
Notion: To allow the client to buy items
Behavioral responses: [empty]

Let’s consider the following User Story related to the second sprint:
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Figure 2: LEL evolution by sprints

User Story #2

As a client

I want to recover my password

So that I can login into the website

It gives origin to the symbol password with the following description. Moreover, the User Story refers to the client;
so, the client symbol is enriched with a new description in the behavioral responses.

Object #1: password
Notion: [empty]
Behavioral responses: The client recovers his password

Subject #1: Client
Notion: [empty]
Behavioral responses:
The client chooses the items
The client recovers his password

It is important to mention that the objective of creating the LEL is describing the language inside the boundaries
of the application in order to provide a traceability tool. With that goal, the rules proposed focus on describing roles
(subjects), their actions (verbs) and the entities they use (objects). The rules deal with these three elements that can
be found inside the boundaries of the application. Thus, the rules take this information from the first two attributes
of the User Stories, the “As a” and the “I Want”, since both attributes describe elements of the application. But the
attribute “so that” describes a goal that some user pursues in the real world (outside of the application), that is why
this attribute is not considered in the rules. Since the User Stories do not explicitly describe information about states
(of subjects, verbs or objects), the proposed approach does not consider rules to identify and describe state symbols in
the LEL. Although implicitly the User Stories could have information about states, further approaches with semantic
support could help to obtain them, since it is not possible to obtain them with only a syntactical analysis. Because
of this limited information captured in the User Stories, some attributes of the subjects, objects, and verbs are not
captured with the rules proposed.

As long as different sprints occur, the lexicon is enhanced incrementally with new interconnected subjects, verbs,
and objects that are linked to the user stories in which they are referenced. Let’s refer an LEL symbol using a 3-tuple
definition s = 〈i, n, br〉 where i denotes an identifier, n corresponds to the notion component and br refers to the
behavioral response. The LEL of a project is defined a set of symbols LEL = {s1, s2, ..., sn}. The LEL is incrementally
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built at each sprint (N interation) merging the previous LEL status (N − 1 iteration) with new symbols from the user
stories or enhancing already defined symbols with new notions (n) and behavioral responses (br). In equations 1 and
2, the symbols merging pseudo-code is depicted in Algorithm 1.

LEL0 = ∅ (1)

LELS printN = merge(LELS printN−1, {s
S printN
1 , sS printN

2 , ..., sS printN
n }) (2)

Algorithm 1 Merge Algorithm

1: function merge(LEL1,LEL2)
2: processed = ∅

3: result = ∅

4: for s1 ∈ LEL1 do
5: for s2 ∈ LEL2 do
6: if is1 = is2 then . Check if are the same object
7: result ← result +

〈
i, ns1 ∪ ns2 , brs1 ∪ brs2

〉
. Merge both symbols

8: processed ← processed + is1

9: else
10: if is1 < processed then
11: result ← result + s1

12: for s2 ∈ LEL2 do . Check if the symbol’s id has been processed
13: if is2 < processed then
14: result ← result + s2

return result

It is worth to mention that any inconsistency or ambiguity present in one or more users stories will likely be directly
reflected in the lexicon because of the nature of the derivation rules. For the sake of conciseness, the requirement
consistency checking is out of the scope of this work.

The process to build an LEL lexicon from the User Stories consists of the following steps.

4.1. User stories description

The Product Owner specifies a set of User Stories that are stacked by priority in the backlog. At the beginning of
every Sprint a planning meeting is celebrated, the User Stories are taken from the backlog, estimated by the team, and
enriched with a better description and acceptance criteria.

4.2. Functional requirement filtering

User stories can define both functional and non-functional requirements. Since our approach only deals with
functional requirements this step consists in isolating User Stories that only refers to functional requirements. This
step must be done manually.

4.3. User stories normalization

User stories may be written in passive voice, using pronouns, and other variations. Their descriptions must be
normalized to make possible the automatic processing. This normalization should not require too much effort since
every sprint should have no more than 20 or 30 User Stories depending on the size of the team and the granularity of
the User Stories. Moreover, the normalization needed for automatic processing demands the use of good practices to
describe requirements. So, the team takes benefit from this normalization since it improves the readability of the User
Stories.
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4.4. LEL lexicon description from User Stories

Every User Story is processed, and its information is extracted using different rules to identify symbols and de-
scribe them. The rules consider the identification of three categories of symbols: Subjects, Objects, and Verbs. Then,
our approach can obtain information from User Stories to describe the behavioral responses of the three categories of
symbols identified, and we only consider the description of the notion of the verbs. During the definition of the LEL,
links are defined in order to follow the circularity principle. Moreover, each notion and behavioral response is tagged
with the User Story id in order to contextualize its definition.

The rest of the section describes each one of the rules to build an LEL lexicon from a set of User Stories. This
set of rules is the main contribution of this paper. We have designed these rules from our experience working with
the LEL and User Stories. We also present examples that show how to apply the approach to a small but real set of
User Stories [32] . The original set of User Stories included non-functional requirements that were discarded in the
previous step: User Stories normalization. We list the normalized User Stories:

US#1

As a moderator

I want to create a new game by entering a name and an optional

description

So that I can start inviting estimators

US#2

As a moderator

I want to invite estimators by given them a URL where they can

access the game

So that we can start the game

US#3

As an estimator

I want to join a game by entering my name on the page I received

the URL for

So that I can participate

US#4

As a moderator

I want to start a round by entering an item in a single multi-line

text field

So that we can estimate it

US#5

As an estimator

I want to see the item we are estimating

So that we can estimate it

US#6

As a moderator

I want to edit an item in the list of items to be estimated

So that I can make it better reflect the team’s understanding

of the item

US#7

9
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As a moderator

I want to export a transcript of a game as a CSV file

So that I can further process the stories and estimates

The processing of User Stories is based on eight rules. They are defined by two parts: when and then. The former
defines the conditions that must be satisfied to apply the rule. The latter defines the element that must be recorded.
That is, some rules determine that a symbol should be created, and other rules determine that some definitions should
be added to a symbol. The rules only create symbols of the categories subject, object, and verbs. And they also define
symbols adding an expression in the notion, or behavioural responses. In section 6 we present a tool that supports the
derivation of using Natural Language Processing techniques. Next, we introduce the rules and illustrate how each rule
applies to the set of User Stories.

Rule 1. Subjects identification. From each User Story, roles after “As a” attribute must be registered as a Subject.

When As a role
Then register role as a new subject symbol.

This rule determines that all the non-repeated roles in User Stories must be considered as subject symbols. The
role in the User Story describes an external user of the application (a person or another system) that performs some
operation with the application. This is the definition of the category Subject in the LEL lexicon. In the example,
there are only two different roles: moderator and estimator. These symbols have no description because they will be
completed with the application of other rules. Thus, the LEL lexicon obtained is the following:

Subject: Moderator [US#1] [US#2] [US#4] [US#6 US#7]
Subject: Estimator [US#3] [US#5]

It is noteworthy to mention that each symbol and definition that is recorded refers to the User Story from where
the element came from. The reference is denoted with the pattern US# followed by the User Story Id embraced with
brackets (“[“ and “]”).

Rule 2. Behavioral responses identification for subjects. Goals or desires described at the “I want” clause
represent behavioral responses, since “I want” clause describes the actions that the application should perform and
behavioral responses describe the action that the subject needs to execute with the application. The sentences are
rewritten from first to third person. Moreover, the “I want” clause has the format subject verb [object / subject] [other
expression]. Only subject verb [object / subject] must be considered as behavioral response.

When As a role I want to verb [object / subject] [other expression]
Then register role verb [object / subject] as a new behavioral response to the subject role.

There are five User Stories for Moderator and two User Stories for Estimator subject:

Subject: Moderator [US#1], [US#2], [US#4],[US#6],[US#7]
Behavioral responses:
The moderator creates a new game [US#1]
The moderator invites estimators [US#2]
The moderator starts a round [US#4]
The moderator edits an item [US#6]
The moderator exports a transcript [US#7]

Subject: Estimator [US#3],[US#5]
Behavioral responses:
The estimator joins a game [US#3]
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The estimator sees the item [US#5]

Rule 3. Verbs identification. By considering “I want” clause (the same clause used in rule 2 to define the Be-
havioral responses of the subject), the Verb components are extracted, since this clause describes information about
system functionality, and the functionality is described throughh actions (operations, services) provided by the soft-
ware application.

When I want to verb [object|subject] [other expression]
Then register verb [object|subject] as a new Verb symbol.

After applying this rule, the following verbs are obtained:

Verb: create a new game [US#1]

Verb: invite estimators [US#2]

Verb: join a game [US#3]

Verb: start a round [US#4]

Verb: see the item [US#5]

Verb: edit an item [US#6]

Verb: export a transcript [US#7]

Rule 4. Behavioral identification for Verbs. The rest of the expression that is present in the “I want” sentence
that gives origin to the verbs symbols of rule number 3 ([other expression]) must be used as behavioral response of
the verb symbol. The rest of the expression describes how the actions should be performed. This description belongs
to the behavioral response of the LEL glossary.

When As a role I want to verb [object / subject] [other expression]
Then register [other expression] as a new behavioral response to verb.

For example, the verb creates a new game appears in US#1, and the rest of the I want sentence states by entering
a name and an optional description. This expression must be considered as behavioral responses of the verb create a
new game.

Verb: create a new game [US#1]
Behavioral responses: by entering a name and an optional description [US#1]

Verb: invite estimators [US#2]
Behavioral responses: by given them a URL where they can access the game [US#2]

Verb: join a game [US#3]
Behavioral responses: by entering my name on the page I received the URL for [US#3]

Verb: start a round [US#4]
Behavioral responses: by entering an item in a single multi-line text field [US#4]

Verb: see the item [US#5]
Behavioral responses: we are estimating [US#5]

Verb: edit an item [US#6]
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Behavioral responses: in the list of items to be estimated [US#6]

Verb: export a transcript [US#7]
Behavioral responses: of a game as a CSV file [US#7]

Rule 5. Notion identification for Verbs. The notion of the Verb symbol must be extracted from the “so that”
clause. This clause describes the objective that the User Story pursues, this is also the aim of the notion attribute in
the LEL glossary.

When I want to verb [object / subject] [other expression] so that [expression]
Then register [expression] as a notion to the verb.

The US#1 contains I want to create a new game, and the “so that” sentence states that I can start inviting estima-
tors. This expression must be used as the Notion. The following examples show the Verbs with the full description
(Notion and Behavioral Responses) obtained from the previous rules.

Verb: create a new game [US#1]
Notion: can start inviting estimators [US#1]
Behavioral responses: by entering a name and an optional description [US#1]

Verb: invite estimators [US#2]
Notion: can start the game [US#2]
Behavioral responses: by given them a URL where they can access the game [US#2]

Verb: join a game [US#3]
Notion: can participate [US#3]
Behavioral responses: by entering my name on the page I received the URL for [US#3]

Verb: start a round [US#4]
Notion: can estimate it [US#4]
Behavioral responses: by entering an item in a single multi-line text field [US#4]

Verb: see the item [US#5]
Notion: know what I am giving an estimate for [US#5]
Behavioral responses: we are estimating [US#5]

Verb: edit an item [US#6]
Notion: can make it better reflect the team’s understanding of the team [US#6]
Behavioral responses: in the list of items to be estimated [US#6]

Verb: export a transcript [US#7]
Notion: can further process the stories and estimates [US#7]
Behavioral responses: of a game as a CSV file [US#7]

Rule 6. Object identification. Once Verbs has been defined, the object element that follows the verb is extracted
and registered as a symbol. Some verbs are transitives, that means that the action relies on some object. The object
mentioned in the User Story could be implemented as a database entity or a class, and it should be registered in the
LEL glossary.

When I want to verb object
Then register object as a new Object symbol.
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For example, the expression creates a new game contains the object game. The LEL symbols obtained are the
following: game, round, item and transcript.

Object: game [US#1] [US#3]

Object: round [US#4]

Object: item [US#5] [US#6]

Object: transcript [US#7]

Rule 7. Behavioral identification of Object. From those expressions that give rise to Objects (“verb [object]”),
a new Behavioral Response must be added. The expression describes the actions performed with the Object. This is
the aim of the behavioral response attribute in the LEL glossary.

When As a role I want to verb object [. . . ]
Then register role verb [object] as an object’ behavioral response.

This information is also present in the subject who performs the action. Nevertheless, it must be used to describe
the object too. For example, the action creates a new game is performed by the moderator and this information is
described in US#1. This expression must also be included in the behavioral responses of the object game. Six of the
User Stories has expression subject verb [object]. Thus, the four objects identified are described in the following way:

Object: game [US#1],[US#3]
Behavioral responses:
The moderator creates a new game [US#1]
The estimator joins a game [US#3]

Object: round [US#4]
Behavioral responses:
The moderator starts a round [US#4]

Object: item [US#5],[US#6]
Behavioral responses:
The moderator edits an item [US#5]
The estimator sees the item [US#6]

Object: transcript [US#7]
Behavioral responses: The moderator exports a transcript [US#7]

Rule 8. Additional behavioral identification of Subjects. When a Verb is followed by a predicate that also
includes a subject, the sentence is used as a behavioral response of subject that is mentioned in the predicate.

When As a role I want to verb subject [. . . ]
Then register role verb [subject] as a behavioral response of the subject.

This rule is similar to rule number seven but it deals with subjects instead of dealing with objects. The expressions
role verb [subject] must be used to enrich the behavioral responses of [subject]. In general, User Stories follow the
structure As a role I want verb object describing an action that a role wants to perform on an object. That is, a user
of the application wants to execute some functionality on an element of the business. Nevertheless, it can be possible
that a user of the application wants to execute some functionality that involves another role (and not an element).
In this case, the second role involved in the functionality is a passive role. And this rule has the aim to record this
passive functionality as a behavior of the second role. There is only one expression with this format moderator invites
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estimators. Thus, the subject estimator must be enriched with one more expression in its behavioral responses:

Subject: Estimator [US#3],[US#5]
Behavioral responses:
The estimator joins a game [US#3]
The estimator sees the item [US#5]
The moderator invites estimators [US#2]

The result of the rules’ application is available at a public repository 1. It describes all the LEL symbols and their
descriptions. Some expressions are underlined in order to show the links between the symbols (circularity principle).

5. Quantitative evaluation

The experiment is motivated by the need to understand the performance of subjects who use User Stories and the
LEL approach presented in this paper. Thus, we defined the following research questions:

• RQ1: Does LEL improve the correctness of requirement traceability tasks?

• RQ2: Does LEL help improving the performance of requirement traceability tasks?

• RQ3: Does LEL reduce the complexity of the requirement traceability tasks?

In the next subsection, we detail the most important elements of the evaluation and the preliminary results based
on the Wohlin [33] and Juristo[34] guidelines for reporting empirical evaluations.

5.1. Goal definition

The main goal of this experiment is: analyse User Stories enhanced with an LEL glossary for the purpose of
evaluating the correctness, complexity, and performance of developers and analyst in requirements traceability tasks.
The experiment was conducted from the point of view of researchers in the context of professional software engineers.

5.2. Research Questions, Hypotheses, and Variables

This work aims at answering the following Research Questions (RQ).
RQ1: Does LEL improve the correctness of requirement traceability tasks?
For this RQ, we consider as the null hypothesis (H0) that there is no difference in the correctness of requirement

traceability tasks performed by subjects. In one case, we evaluated the use of User Stories and, on the other case,
the use of User Stories with the LEL. The recall and precision metrics, which were borrowed from the information
retrieval research field, are used to assess how many relevant data items are identified by the subjects, given a gold
standard that was manually produced by the authors of this work. For the metrics computation, we classified the
answers in: True Positive which is the correct identification of a relevant element (Eq. 4), the False Negative which
is the wrongly omission of a relevant element (Eq. 7), the True Negative which is the correct omission of irrelevant
elements (Eq. 5) and False Positive which the wrongly identification of irrelevant elements (Eq. 6). Some reference
values like Response Domain (Eq. 3), Relevant Response and Subject Responses. The first one references all possible
values of the subjects’ responses. The RelevantResponse(aQuestion) function receives as argument a question and
returns the set of valid items (gold standard) that can be part of an answer. And the Response(aSubject, aQuestion)
receives one subject (Software Engineer) and a question, and returns the subject’s answer to the question received
as a parameter. The Recall and precision formulas are presented in Equation 8 and 9 respectively. To measure the
overall performance, we considered the accuracy metric. The accuracy metric is one of the most obvious metrics; it
weights the correct answers. The Equation 10 shows that the metric considers all correct responses (the identification
of relevant elements and exclusion of irrelevant ones) over possible answers of all subjects.

1Experiment material - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/4upl1gn644zqu3m/AAAP4E6kxDbdU_tZc0M6APkqa?dl=0
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As the alternative hypothesis (Ha), we consider there is an improvement in the mean of the response correctness
of subjects using LEL (µLEL) over the basic support of User Stories (µUS ): µUS ≤ µLEL. In this case, the correctness
dependent variable was operationalized using the accuracy metric in order to understand the behavior of subjects using
both techniques. We will use the precision and recall metric as auxiliary metrics to discuss in detail some results.

ResponseDomain =

n⋃
s=1

Response(sub jects, aQuestion) ∪ RelevantResponse (3)

TruePositive = RelevantResponse ∩ S ub jectResponse (4)
TrueNegative = ResponseDomain − S ub jectResponse − RelevantResponse (5)
FalsePositive = S ub jectResponse − RelevantResponse (6)
FalseNegative = RelevantResponse − S ub jectResponse (7)

Recall =
TruePositive

TruePositive + FalseNegative
(8)

Pecision =
TruePositive

S ub jectResponse
(9)

Accuracy =
TruePossitive + FalseNegative

ResponseDomain
(10)

RQ2: Does LEL help improving the performance of requirement traceability tasks?
The performance has been studied considering the time it takes to answer the questions of the survey. We con-

sider as null hypothesis H0 that there is no difference in the performance between both approaches when performing
requirement traceability tasks. The response variable is the performance, and the time required by the subjects for
accomplishing the mentioned tasks is the metric.

As alternative hypothesis Ha, we consider there is an improvement in the mean of the time required to undertake
the tasks by the subjects using LEL (µLEL) over the primary support of User Stories (µUS ): µUS ≤ µLEL.

RQ3: Does LEL reduce the complexity of the requirement traceability tasks?
The complexity of the tasks is an imperative aspect measured in this experiment because it depicts whether or

not the LEL usage may interfere with the predisposition to use the LEL. If the LEL increases the complexity of the
task, the subject would not likely use the LEL again in the future. The complexity was measured with an interval
from 1 to 5 where 1 is the lowest difficulty and 5 is the greatest difficulty. The metric was reported by each subject
using a questionnaire. We consider as null hypothesis H0 that there is no difference in the complexity between both
approaches when performing requirement traceability tasks.

As alternative hypothesis Ha, we consider there is a decrease in the mean of the task complexity reported by the
subjects using LEL (µLEL) over the basic support of User Stories (µUS ): µLEL ≤ µUS .

The Research questions were evaluated in different traceability tasks on User Stories and LEL. The result of each
task was analyzed considering a leading case to compute the precision, recall, and accuracy. We defined a set of
questions that lead to traceability tasks:

1 What are the roles of the systems?

2 What are the functionalities permitted to a given role?

3 What role can perform a specific X functionality?

4 What business entity can be found in the set of requirements?

5 If a new requirement related to a business entity arises, what user stories must be reviewed to check the consistency?

The questions defined are related to the information that the User Stories provides and should be traced to the
software application. The User Stories describe roles and their functionality. Thus, questions 1 to 3 explore traceability
aspects of these elements. Then, in order to provide the functionality, developers need to identify business entities and
implement them in the application. Thus, questions 4 and 5 deal with this issue.
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5.3. Experiment design
In order to answer the research questions, we designed a completely randomized experiment where subjects were

asked to perform a set of requirement traceability tasks and the outcome was evaluated in order to get different
metrics: precision, recall, accuracy, time spent and complexity of the task. The factor is the provoked variation which
is controlled by the researchers in order to measure its consequences, and the possible values of the factor during the
experiment are named treatments. In this case, the experiment was a Complete Randomized Design. The subjects
were randomly divided into two groups for the two alternatives of the approach (the factor of the experiment): User
stories (Control) and User Stories plus LEL glossary (Treatment). We used in both treatments hard copy material.

5.4. Experiment objects
Based on the research questions, we produced different experimental objects. We provided the subjects three

printed documents:
a) A questionnaire containing consent form to agreeing to participate in the experiment allowing them to withdraw

from the experiment, demographic questions and questions to realize the professional experience. We made clear the
information gathered is confidential.

b) For the Control alternative of the experiment performed by a group of subjects, we provided the requirement
specification of a system honoring the User Story template. That is, we provided 71 User Stories described according
to the template “As a [role] I want [goal / desire] So that [reason].” The User Stories described functionality about a
course management system with features about offering courses, enrolling the student, and setting up the classes.

c) For the group performing the Treatment alternative, an LEL glossary derived from the set of User Stories used
in b).

d) Finally, a final questionnaire with the traceability questions, which was abovementioned in subsection 5.2, was
required to be fulfilled by the subjects. Based on the analysis performed by the subjects using either User Stories (b)
or an LEL glossary (c), they were asked to answer questions that require to trace and review the requirements, and
understand what entities, functionalities, and roles the system supports.

We decided to conduct the experiment relying on printed material in order to avoid threats to validity that could
arise from using a digital tool.

In figure 3, we show an overall schema of the experiment introducing experimental units, metrics, and data sources
used during the analysis.

5.5. Subjects
The subjects were 36 software engineers from different software companies and institutions. On average, they had

8,3 years of programming experience and 6,82 years in requirement analysis tasks.
Two groups of 18 subjects were formed where one group received the material related to the control case (User

Stories) and the other received the material related to the treatment case (LEL, User Stories plus LEL). They were
motivated and committed to the experiment, as we were sponsored by the CEOs and managers that notified the subjects
about the organization’s commitment to the research experiment.

Regarding the academic degree, the 85% of subjects have a degree (bachelor, master or Ph.D.). The reader must
note that bachelor degree in South America is comparable to a European Master Degree because of its curricular
definition.

The subjects belong to different organizations where they actively practice software engineering from Argentina
and Spain. Next, we describe them briefly introducing the organizations:

• LIFIA is an Argentinean research center of the National University of La Plata that offers its expertise in
technology and products to academic communities and national and international business.

• ITW2 is a Spanish research group that has participated or participates in various projects for transfer of research
results and I+D+I and it is focused on software testing, project management and software quality assurance,
among others.

• Fiscalia de Estado is a government office that belongs to Buenos Aires Province, Argentina, and has two main
goals: (i) defend the interest of the province and (ii) control that every administrative act is performed under a
legal context. It has an IT department with 30 members approximately.
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Figure 3: Overall schema of experiment

5.6. Experiment execution
The experiment protocol was executed in the same way by all the subjects. First of all, they received a brief

introduction to the material which had to be used during the experiment. In the case where an LEL glossary was
required, the subjects were trained about the LEL approach. Next, participants were asked to complete an expertise
survey, read the experiment description, study the requirements, and fill out the questionnaire form that forces to
perform some trace tasks.

Each subject performed fully the experiment supervised by a researcher who monitored the execution ensuring
similar facilities layout, infrastructure, and subject isolation conditions. Additionally, the researcher controlled the
subject to avoid any answer modification as long as she advanced in the experiment.

To achieve the task of processing the collected results, we first processed and digitalized responses. Then, we used
different scripts to automate the data processing task.

5.7. Data processing and reduction
In order to achieve the task of processing the collected results, both automatic as well as manual processing were

used.
We wrote a tool for analyzing the samples obtained for each treatment. The result of such processing is a statistical

analysis of samples using proper hypothesis testing technique, and the results are presented in the next sections. The
tool was written using R language (version 3.5.1) that takes as input the samples, automatically applies transformations
and normalizations on data items, and evaluates the hypothesis presented in this section.

The outliers are atypical measurements that can influence the analysis. The false data points may lead to draw
an invalid conclusion. To avoid this situation, outliers were removed from the dataset after their analysis. Firstly, we
identified outliers using InterQuartile Range (IQR) technique [35]. The IQR is the difference between the 75th (Q3)
and 25th (Q1) percentiles. Then, those values above Q3 + 1.5 times IQR and below Q1 − 1.5 times IQR are identified
as candidate outliers. Then we excluded those samples which measured 0 or 1 for accuracy when these values were
identified as outliers. After reviewing all the candidate outliers, we realized that the outliers different to 0 and 1 should
be considered as they represent the subject experience using LEL or not.
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5.8. Analysis

The analysis was divided into subsections. In the first one, we analyzed the data distribution for selecting the most
suitable hypothesis testing technique. Secondly, we analyze the results of each trach traceability tasks. Finally, we
evaluate the statistical significance of the samples supporting or rejecting the null hypothesis.

5.8.1. Preliminary analysis
For the analysis of samples, firstly, we defined valid responses for the requirement traceability questions that

subjects were required to answer. For example, the gold standard Reference Values (RV) for the “What are the roles
of the system?” was defined in order to compare it against the subjects’ answer. This gold standard was performed by
some authors of this paper based on their experience on the domain. Once samples were digitalized, we checked each
response against the corresponding RV for every sample obtaining the recall and effort metric mentioned in Subsection
5.2 .

In Table 2, we present the results of the processing of the samples where the first cluster of columns reports
the normality test outcome. The normality testing helps to check whether the samples fit into a normal distribution.
Those samples that fit are known as parametric, and those that do not fit are named non-parametric. The distribution
constraining the hypothesis testing technique to be used. We used Shapiro-Wilk [36] normality test that reported
p-value lower than 0.05, therefore, samples do not come from a normal distribution. Consequently, the second cluster
of columns groups the metrics used in the analysis which were processed using Mann–Whitney U test [37]. That is
a a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test technique and we considered a standard confidence level (α) of 0.05.
Additionally, we computed the effect size using Cliff’s Delta technique [38].

Table 2: Experiment results

5.9. Evaluation of results and implication

In this section we will discuss the results and their implications. The results for LEL and US experiments can be
found as an extra material 1 with the gold standard used to compare the samples. The data analysis outcomes that the
LEL usage presents benefits in front of using User Stories alone. In five of six requirement traceability tasks which
require to browse the requirements, the use of LEL reported better results in different aspects improving the response
correctness (RQ1), requiring often less time than the use of User Stories to answer a question (RQ2), and implies the
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complexity of the tasks (RQ3). However, the use of LEL did not present benefits in the precision of the answers. It
is noteworthy that most of the hypothesis testing results have a mindful size effect with values between 0,422 and
1,077 when the p-value is under the alpha level and low effect size for that p-value above alpha level. Regarding
the Type II error, we mention the power of the test for those values over alpha level. The experiment design was
simple but effective because it was a complete randomized design where subjects worked isolate using one approach
(factor alternative). The experiment required a large number of subjects because a subject was not exposed to the two
approaches in different crossed sessions.

In the experiment, we asked the subjects to perform traceability tasks so as to know how the user stories and LEL
perform together.

In Table 2, we present the analysis of the samples reporting the hypothesis testing result (p-value and size effect)
of precision, recall, accuracy, complexity, and time metrics. A p-value calculates whether or not there is a significant
difference between the approaches (treatments). So it is used to reject the null hypothesis. Additionally, we study
the magnitude of the difference between both approaches using the size effect [34]. We use For recall, precision and
accuracy, the p-value evaluates if the LEL usage mean was greater than User Stories alone (µUS ≤ µLEL). On the other
hand, the p-value tests if the task complexity mean and spent time using LEL were lower than User stories alone (µLEL

≤ µUS ).
Moreover, we present in Figure 4a to 4f the graphs corresponding to the precision and recall results of LEL and

User stories approaches. In each diagram, the results of performing management tasks are shown using a green
triangle for LEL results and a red circle for User Stories results. A label is attached to each point counting the count
of overlaying results at that point.

Next, we are reporting a thorough analysis of the traceability tasks along with the interpretations of the graphs
corresponding to the precision and recall result ( figures 4a to 4f ).

5.9.1. What are the roles of the system?
The roles of the system are identified from the section “As a . . . ” of user story declarations denoting the role of a

user in the system. In the case of LEL approach, the roles are Subjects symbols named with the user role. The mean
proportion of valid system roles among the answered roles in the response is higher when using LEL; the responses
include valid system roles and non-valid ones (those wrongly reported). We can support the alternative hypothesis
using the accuracy a p-value 0,005 (r 0,634). The results are shown in Figure 4a presenting the two parameters
required to compute the F-measure: precision and recall. The LEL results are placed further to the right (denoting
a better precision) and high (denoting a better recall) than User Story results. As it is shown in the figure, the green
triangle pointing LEL values are solid green because in that location all the values overlap. Red circles used to locate
User story values are scattered about a precision 1 but scattered in a wide recall range from ∼0.3 to ∼1.0. The graph
shows an improvement in the precision and recall metrics of LEL over User Stories alone.

The LEL glossary structures the information grouping the symbol type (subject, verb, object, and state) and sorted
by name. Therefore, it makes it easier for the user of the LEL to look up information. Oppositely, the roles of the
system are scattered in user stories, grouped in Sprints and sorted by its sprint’s date which requires checking each
user story in order to reach the expected information.

The evidence shows there is not a remarkable complexity and performance improvement in favor of LEL. The
subjects’ perception of the task complexity using LEL is not much better than User Story accepting the null hypothesis.
Moreover, the time required to accomplish a task using the LEL is slightly lower but no statistically significant (p-value
0,085), so the alternative hypothesis can not be supported.

5.9.2. What are the functionalities permitted to a given role?
The available functionality to a given role is defined by the clause “. . . I want to. . . .” in the user stories. In the

case of LEL, the symbols of subject type have references to the user stories which have the subject in their “As a..”
clause. The Figure 4b shows the precision and recall values which are far-right and high having all of the values
overlapped at the same point, and User Story results are scattered mostly vertically, variating the recall. In this task,
the accuracy of LEL mean is higher than User story mean when looking up the functionality being available for a
given user considering the F-measure metric (p-value 0.032, r 0.481).
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Figure 4: Precision and recall results for the traceability tasks

(a) What are the functionalities permitted to a given role? (b) What are the functionalities permitted to a given role?

(c) What role can perform a specific X functionality? (d) What role can perform a specific X functionality? (but there
is no one who can)

(e) What business entity can be found in the set of requirements? (f) If a new requirement related to a business entity arises, what
user stories must be reviewed to check the consistency
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Regarding the time required to accomplish the task, the LEL approach mean for the time required to complete the
task (p-value 0,001) was less than the User story approach alone. The complexity using LEL did not show a difference
because the p-value 0,085 is larger than the chosen alpha level. So, we can not reject the null hypothesis.

5.9.3. What role can perform a specific X functionality?
Often analysts or developers require to find information about specific functionality that may or may not exist in

the system. When using User Stories alone, the lookup of information about a particular functionality requires, in the
worst case, to browse each User Story. On the other hand, when using LEL there are few options to accomplish this
task. She can either perform a search based on the role at issue like the previous case using the subject symbol, or
search the verb symbol representing functionality being reached and then browse linked user stories to find what users
can perform the functionality. In both LEL alternatives, the analyst only browses a subset of available user stories
opposite of User stories where all user stories must be checked.

We asked the subjects two questions to search what system role can perform a given functionality. In the first one,
there was actually possible to perform the functionality by a user, and, for the second question, there was no user who
can perform the noted functionality.

The accuracy result is not statistically significant (p-value 0.446, r 0.170). That is to say, we can not reject the null
hypothesis.

Figure 4c shows that LEL answers are further to the right than User stories which denotes a better precision.
Most of the LEL results are overlapped further to the right and high. Oppositely, User Stories reported opposite and
polarized results where much of them are further to the right and high – the best possible performance- and a few of
them are placed further to the left and bottom – the worst possible performance-.

5.9.4. What role can perform a specific X functionality? (but no role can perform the X functionality)
In opposition to the previous question, this question asked subjects to find system users that can perform a specific

task but there is no user who can do it. This question is tricky because subjects expected to find one and spent much
time reviewing the whole requirement list in both experiments. That is to say, they checked each user story and LEL
symbol. There was no significant difference between approaches in the precision, recall, task complexity, and effort
metrics. So, we can not reject the null hypothesis. Supporting the hypothesis testing, Figure 4d shows that both LEL
and User Story results overlap with polarized and opposite results.

5.9.5. What business entity can be found in the set of requirements?
Business entities are scattered through the user stories in different clauses: “I want to. . . ” and “So that . . . ”. On

the other hand, Business entities are registered in the LEL glossary as a system object.
In this task, the LEL usage has an effect on the results, with LEL answers providing better performances. The

answers reported a better ratio of valid entity among all entities enumerated, and a better ratio of valid entities listed
against all possible valid entities. The accuracy was (p-value 0.001, r 1.077) denoting that LEL approach answers
were more effective than User stories.

Subjects reported that the complexity was lower (p-value 0.036) and the recorded time was lower too when using
LEL approach (p-value 0.022). The Figure 4e presents results scattered heterogeneously in the graph. The LEL results
were located further to the right and higher than User stories result.

5.9.6. If a new requirement related to a business entity arises, what user stories must be reviewed to check the consis-
tency?

One of the most difficult tasks during the requirement analysis is ensuring requirement consistencies. In the case
of the LEL using a User Stories, the analyst must browse all requirements for such a goal. Meanwhile, when using
LEL the analyst can use subject, verbs, or objects symbols to browse those user stories which mention such symbol.
This task showed a better performance of those subjects that used LEL technique for the accuracy (p-value 0.000, r
0.707). Additionally, the reported complexity perception was lower (p-value 0.023) and required time to accomplish
the task was also lower than user stories (p-value 0.028).

Figure 4f shows two patterns in the chart. One of them is an overlapping column of values with precision about
1. In that case, there is no difference in the responses. However, the remaining values are placed further at the right in
the LEL case valuating about 0.8 of precision and Use case values are located at about 0.4 of precision.
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5.10. Replication

In order to replicate the experiment, we promote an exact replication [39] by following the steps mentioned in this
section and using the material provided.

The material above mentioned is available at a public repository 1 and can be used to reproduce the experiment in
the future by other researchers.

5.11. Threats to validity

There are several threats to validity considered during the experiment design. We use the Wohlin [33] classification
of threats to validity to discuss the impact on the experiment of different aspects.

Internal validity. These threats influence independent variables without researcher awareness. To avoid this kind
of influence during the experiment, we presented each material in a brief introduction before subjects performed the
experiment, and during the experiment, any inquiry related to the sentences was answered. The subjects were selected
randomly from the volunteer group relieving Statistical regression threat, and all of them were working in software
companies in Argentina and Spain. The provided material was the same for all subjects. We also checked that all the
users had a computer science background.

We reduced the possibility of a maturation threat because only one treatment was applied to every subject per
sample. This experiment design also minimizes the testing threat because there are not repeated measures performed
by the same subject. Regarding the learning effect, we can also mention that the subjects did not have prior experience
with the LEL concept. Indeed, they were introduced for the first time to the technique during the experiment. Fur-
thermore, only six tasks were assigned in the same order to all subject so they were exposed to the same familiarity
conditions in both contexts: with and without LEL.

The experiment was performed on a regular working day which minimizes the history threat.
Regarding the Instrumentation threat, the material was presented in a printed document and, once the result was

registered in a database, the outcome processing was performed with Python script.
The subjects were volunteers setting a homogeneous group of subjects for the experiment which alleviates the se-

lection threat. Despite the fact that the subjects were motivated alike for both alternatives of the factor, the experiment
conclusion could be affected because they were volunteers.

Conclusion Validity. We have considered different aspects during the experiment design and execution to avoid
undesired effects that constrain the drawing of a correct conclusion. To avoid a low statistical power threat, we
conducted the experiment with 18 subjects per treatment which gives a good effect size value.

We reduced this threat using the Wilcoxcon non-parametric test. The non-parametric tests have fewer constraints
than the parametric ones but make it more complex to compute the effect size. During the hypothesis evaluation,
we reviewed several times the assumptions of the statistical test in order to avoid a violation (Violated assumptions
of statistical tests). Regarding Fishing and the error rate, the experiment was based on objective metrics evaluated
with all gathered data without any exclusion to guaranty that the outcome of the experiment analysis will be the same
avoiding hypothesis fishing. Moreover, we conducted the experiment in different settings and different executors to
gather independent measures. The Reliability of measures was considered using scripts that process the information
automatically what avoids errors from manually processing the data. The data was gathered from subjects with the
same profile (Random heterogeneity of subjects) using documentation and questionnaires which make possible to
reproduce the experiment with no modification between each run (Reliability of treatment implementation), We used
well-known guidelines for reporting empirical experiments as checklists for confirming the requirements of the test
techniques. Finally, in order to avoid the impact of random irrelevancies on the experiment, we used a set of samples
providing a significant power which helped the irrelevancies to become diluted.

Construct validity. This work presents a preliminary result that supports our claims. Some aspects were consid-
ered regarding the generalization of the results. In Section 5.3, we explained the reasons for the selected experiment
design. All the minimum required details based on well-known reporting guidelines for an empirical work report were
described such as goal, hypothesis, metrics, protocol, materials, Data processing, and threats to validity. Every subject
was assigned to only one treatment which avoids threats from the interaction of different treatments. The evaluation
of two different approaches avoids a mono-method bias threat. The provided material provided dozens of user stories
which may reduce a Mono-operation bias. However, it would be necessary to perform the experiment considering a
different domain-problem.
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All participants were aware of the experiment setting; thus any behavior modifications such as concentration or
concern could be present. Therefore, the experiment suffers Interaction of testing and treatment threat. We rely on a
large set of samples to reduce the effect of this situation when drawing the conclusion.

The results reported in this work show the improvement registered on productivity and performance in the trace-
based task of requirements. However, these should not be generalized to other activities related to the requirement
engineering or software development process.

The experiment suffers from several other threats of construct type. Although we did not mention the research
questions, the subjects may guess the aim of the experiment (Hypothesis guessing).

External validity. The subjects were software engineers who have played the role of developers and analysts
during their careers. Although their experience levels were different, they have been exposed to the regular respon-
sibilities of any software practitioners: meet with clients, understand requirements, develop the software, and honor
deadlines for software delivery. A broader experiment considering different subjects of different cultures who have
worked on different business domains will improve the generality of our claims.

The experiment is affected by the Interaction of setting and treatment threat. Printed questionnaires and material
are not often used in the industry. We used this old-fashioned supporting tool in order to avoid an up-to-date web-
based tool which would mean a new independent variable in the experiment and making it more complex. Interaction
of history and treatment threat affect the experiment because we were not able to replicate real-life scenarios where
the requirement tracing activities are performed; for example, an office with a sharp deadline arriving.

5.12. Data analysis

In this section, we perform a data analysis to evaluate the results of the assessment.
Regarding the first research question “Does LEL improve the correctness of requirement traceability tasks?”,

the correctness was measured in 6 different requirement management tasks. The evaluation highlights that the LEL
approach helps to resolve the tasks with better precision than User stories. Four out of six tasks were resolved by
subjects with a higher rate of true positive responses (valid results for the task) and a lower rate of false-positive
responses (invalid results for the task). Tasks 3 and 4 did not result in a statistically significant difference in the
performance of both approaches. In task 3, the result showed that LEL usage has a strong influence but not statistically
significant in the lookup of roles that can perform a given task. Moreover, for the 4th task, the subjects were required
to look up a system role able to perform a functionality but there is no system role valid as answer. Thus, it would
require to perform further studies because the size effect r=0,166 denotes a poor power and a chance to suffer a Type
II error supporting a null hypothesis when we must not.

The preliminary result allows supporting that LEL provides benefits in tracing requirements information while
performing requirement management tasks. Although results are preliminary and the experiments report benefit in
some tasks, we consider that the benefits are valuable. Requirements are critical in software development since the
software must satisfy and implement functionality according to them. If requirements are incorrect, the software will
be useless. Requirements tasks are prone to errors because it means dealing with too much information, thus make
harder the need to find the correct description of requirements. Providing a tool to improve the results of the activities
will make it possible to improve the quality of the software because the team will have access to the right requirements
when they need it.

The second research question “Does LEL help improving the performance of requirement traceability tasks?”, the
usage of LEL reported benefits in the time spent to accomplish the tasks in 4 of 6 tasks (Tasks 2, 3, 5 and 6). The cases
of identifying system roles (Task 1) and detecting if there is one functionality available for a role but there is none
(Task 4), the analysis denotes there is no significant difference from the statistics point of view in the performance of
subjects using user stories and the LEL. Although tools help to find the correct information fast, agile development
relies on a combination of automatic and manual support. The board with User Stories is essential, as well as, some
backup of that information in a tracking application. Thus, in this context, our proposal provides a tool to improve
performance when looking for some information related to requirements. The LEL built can be printed and can also
be navigated digitally.

Finally, the third research question “Does LEL reduce the complexity of the requirement traceability tasks?” pro-
duced interesting results. The complexity perceived by the subject about the required task, the analysis denotes that
three of six tasks (Tasks 3, 5 and 6) reported that LEL was less complex than using the User Story technique. The
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experiment showed that the complexity perceived was better in the same tasks that their execution was faster. This
result in combination with the performance result reinforces the applicability and usability of the proposed approach.

6. The Tool

We implemented a prototype tool that obtains the LEL from the User Stories written in natural language. We
present the prototype as a preliminary work that shows that it is possible to provide support to apply our approach.
We plan to perform a further validation of the tool as well as a validation of the approach based on the tool.

We used the Stanford CoreNLP parser [40] as the base of the natural language processing. This parser works with
the structure of the grammatical sentences given as input, and obtains as output the Subjects, Objects, and Actions of
every sentence that composes a User Story that must be described using the structure described in Section 3.2: “As
[role] I want [goal / desire] So that [reason].”. In this context, we can not tackle the problem of processing sentences
manually because the nature of the requirements requires to consider the voice of the sentence, plurals, nouns and
adjectives. which makes it difficult to develop an ad-hoc tool. The use of NLP provides several benefits. First, NLP
allows performing Part-Of-Speech tagging so that the verb roots, compound nouns, possessive, and other complex
linguistic aspects are detected. In this way, ambiguities or similarities can be resolved considering the semantics [19].
Additionally, nowadays state-of-the-art frameworks support extension mechanisms to add custom tagging features.
The prototype is an executable application that reads the data (User Stories) as raw text stored in a file, and generates
the corresponding LEL in a variety of formats: terminal output, text file, or an HTML site. The source code is available
at 2.

A single text file can contain many User Stories with the following format: user story id (an alphanumeric value
that identifies the User Story), a line break, and the user story (written with the format previously described). The
LEL Parser evaluates the text and transforms the input data in Java objects. Then, using CoreNLP, each User Story
is analysed with the purpose of obtaining all the grammatical components (subjects, objects and actions). Finally,
the LEL Parser implements a series of formatters, which obtains output in different human-readable formats, such
as Java terminal output, text file or HTML. The processing is straightforward; we present in the algorithm 2 the
above-mentioned procedure.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for User Stories processing

1: function Process(listOfUserStories)
2: LEL = ∅

3: for US ∈ listO f UserS tories do
/* Splits the text considering the user story template*/

4: asA S entence, iWantTo S entence, soThat S entece← split(US )
/* Extracts subjects,verbs and Nouns from the sentence*/

5: sub jectS ymbols← processNouns(asA S entence)
6: verbS ymbols← processVerbs(iWantToS entence, soThat S entece)
7: ob jectS ymbols← processObject(iWantToS entence, soThat S entece)

/* Register symbols and links between them and USs*/

8: registerSubjectAndlLnk(LEL,sub jectS ymbols,US)
9: registerObjectAndLink(LEL,verbS ymbols,US)

10: registerVerbAndLink(LEL,ob jectS ymbols,US)
return LEL

The Standford NLP framework provides several features to process documents. In this case we used the standard
stemming and lemmatization provided by the framework as well as the POS tagging. We decided not to include NER
processing because there were no entities referenced in the requirements. The processing engine called LELParser
was wrapped with a service layers allowing different systems to profits from the symbols extractions feature. In order
to provide a tool that gives supports to the concepts presented in this work, we have implemented a Redmine extension

2LEL Parser engine and Redmine plugin source code repository: https://bitbucket.org/lellifia/lelredmineplugin/
24
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that enhances user stories registered in the tool with the derivate LEL. Redmine (www.redmine.org) is a platform used
by many organizations to manage and control projects which rely on agile development methods. We developed a
plugin that uses a web service which parses user stories content and returns a dictionary that collects all the relevant
data extracted. In other words, it collects subjects, verbs and objects, associated with the original input in order to
ease the subsequent processing.

The flow of a plugin operation is the following: (i) the Redmine triggers a user story creation event, (ii) it sends
a request to the LELParser application with the User Story object, (iii) it receives the response and parses the body,
getting subjects, actions and objects, and (iv) it relates the response with a user story object in the Redmine platform.

7. Conclusions

We have presented an approach to organize and consolidate the requirements scattered over different User Stories
in diverse sprints into an integrated artifact: the LEL lexicon. We performed a preliminary evaluation to assess how
the LEL produced from user stories contributes to reducing the drawbacks arising from lack of proper traceability and
knowledge transfer needs. This artifact presents several advantages for complementing User Stories. First, it helps
to summarize several aspects related to the system functionality such as roles, features and entities, as well as their
usage contexts. These elements are pulled out from complex sentences and formalized in such a way information
is clearly identified and organized. Besides, the LEL plays the role of a requirement index where a stakeholder can
trace efficiently those User Stories that refer to a business element. For example, a developer has available all system
functionality represented as symbols of category Verb and for each one he/she has available the references to every
User Story that mentions the verb. This index, like in relational databases, saves time and effort by avoiding linear
lookup of certain data along with Sprint definitions and its comprised User stories. Thus, our approach provides
a semi-automatic tool to organize requirements in order to provide a semantic and functional scheme of the whole
application. This scheme provides traceability and more important, it synthetizes the knowledge that requirements
capture and can be used to transfer the knowledge between teams’ members and stakeholders in an abstract and
efficient way. We also validated the suitability of our approach (the quality of the LEL and the assistance it provides)
with one experiment that helped to get quantitative information from the usage of both approaches. We showed,
with statistically significant evidence, that the LEL approach performs better than just using User Stories in software
management.

In the paper, we have presented how the requirement indexing using an LEL improves certain project management
tasks. The LEL representation enriches stakeholder knowledge, improving User Stories, when software evolution
tasks require an effective traceability.

The knowledge brought by LEL lexicons could be used to obtain new User Stories, as well as new products, for
example: acceptance criteria. Thus, we envision an iterative process of building User Stories and LEL lexicon, where
the approach may deal with contradictions and inconsistencies in requirements. As such, the set of management tasks
may cover other aspects of the daily activities of the project manager.

The fact that the LEL lexicon is obtained from User stories through rules makes symbols prone to suffer from
ambiguities or conflicts in symbols. We plan to introduce a consistency checking layer on top of our approach. This
issue exists beyond the use of our proposed approach. Thus, our technique helps to discover these conflicts and after
the identification they can be solved with further techniques. Lucassen et al. [19] provide a framework for ensuring
the quality of user stories that can be adapted to the LEL approach. Moreover, we will study different usability aspects
of the LEL lexicon automation to improve its use in requirements management.
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